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Specifications 

1. Title of the Invention 

Soil Cement Composite Pile 

2. Scope of the Patent Claims 

A soil cement composite pile that is characterized as comprising: 

(a) a soil cement column that is formed under the foundation, the bottom end having an expanded diameter, 
and has a pile bottom end expanded diameter region of prescribed length; and 



(b) a projection steel pipe pile that is pressed into the soil cement column before hardening, and has a 
bottom end enlarged region of prescribed length on the bottom end [sic] that is united with the soil cement 
column after hardening. 

3. Detailed Description of the Invention 

(Field of Industrial Utilization) 
This invention is related to a soil cement composite pile; in particular, a soil cement composite pile that 
improves pile strength with respect to the foundation. 

(Prior Art) 
Common piles oppose pulling force with their own weight and peripheral friction. Therefore, in structures 
such as steel towers with power transmission wires that have a large pulling force, the pulling force 
determines the designs of common piles, and they often result in uneconomical designs in which there is an 
excess pressing force. Thereby, as a method of construction that opposes pulling force, conventionally there 
has been the earth anchor construction method shown in Figure 11. In the figure, (1) is the structure, the 
steel tower, and (2) are pier studs of steel tower (1), portions of which are buried in foundation (3). (4) is an 
anchor cable, one end of which is connected to pier stud (2), (5) is the earth anchor that is buried deep 
within foundation (3), and (6) is the pile. 

Steel towers created through the conventional earth anchor construction method are configured as described 
above, and if steel tower (1) sways laterally due to the wind, pulling forces and pressing forces act upon 
pier studs (2), but because earth anchors (5) that are buried deep within the earth are connected to pier studs 
(2) with anchor cables (4), the earth anchors (5) have large resistance with respect to pulling force and they 
prevent the collapse of steel tower (1). Moreover, pressing force is opposed by pile (6). 

Next, as a focus with respect to pressing force, conventionally there has been the expanded bottom cast-in- 
place pile shown in Figure 12. This expanded bottom cast-in-place pile is constructed by excavating 
foundation (3) with an auger from soft layer (3a) to support layer (3b), forrning post hole (7) that has 
expanded bottom region (7a) on the support layer (3b) position, building a reinforced cage (omitted from 
the figure) inside post hole (7) until expanded bottom region (7a), and thereafter casting concrete to form 
cast-in-place pile (8). (8a) is the shank of cast-in-place pile (8), and (8b) is the expanded bottom region of 
cast-in-place pile (8). 

This conventional expanded bottom cast-in-place pile is configured as described above. Pulling forces and 
pressing forces act upon cast-in-place pile (8) in the same way, but the bottom end of cast-in-place pile (8) 
is formed as the expanded bottom region (8b), the support area is large, and resistance with respect to 
compressive force is large, so it has large resistance with respect to pressing force, [sic] 

(Problems Addressed by the Invention) 
With steel towers, for example, that are created through conventional earth anchor construction methods 
such as that described above, there was the problem in which, when the pressing force acts upon the tower, 
the anchor cables (4) buckle and the resistance with respect to pressing force becomes extremely weak, so 
in order to resist pressing force as well, it is necessary to simultaneously use a construction method that 
resists pressing force. 

Moreover, with the conventional expanded bottom cast-in-place pile, the tensile resistance that opposes the 
pulling force depends on the quantity of reinforcement bars, but because concrete casting is adversely 
affected when the quantity of reinforcement bars is large, there was the problem in which the bar 
arrangement quantity of the a-a line cross section of Figure 12 of shank (8a) becomes 0.4 to 0.8%, and 
furthermore, the tensile resistance of cast-in-place pile (8) is equal to the tensile resistance of shank (8a) if 
the peripheral frictional strength between support layers (3a) of foundation (3) in the expanded bottom 
region (8b) of cast-in-place pile (8) is sufficient, and it is not possible to make the resistance large with 
respect to the pulling force of cast-in-place pile (8) even if there exists expanded bottom column region 
(8b). 



This invention was created in order to solve these problems, so its object is to obtain a soil cement 
composite pile mat can sufficiently resist with respect to both pulling force and pressing force. 

(Means for Solving the Problems) 
The soil cement composite pile of this invention comprises (a) a soil cement column that is formed under 
the foundation, the bottom end having an expanded diameter, and has a pile bottom end expanded diameter 
region of prescribed length, and (b) a projection steel pipe pile that is pressed into the soil cement column 
before hardening, and has a bottom end enlarged region of prescribed length on the bottom end that is 
united with the soil cement column after hardening. 

(Operation) 
In this invention, by creating a soil cement composite pile that comprises (a) a soil cement column that is 
formed under the foundation, the bottom end having an expanded diameter, and has a pile bottom end 
expanded diameter region of prescribed length, and (b) a projection steel pipe pile that is pressed into the 
soil cement column before hardening, and has a bottom end enlarged region of prescribed length on the 
bottom end that is united with the soil cement column after hardening, the soil cement composite pile 
tensile resistance becomes large in comparison to cast-in-place piles made of reinforced concrete due to the 
fact is has a built-in steel pipe pile. Furthermore, by establishing a pile bottom end expanded diameter 
region on the bottom end of the soil cement column, the periphery area between the support layer of the 
foundation and the soil cement column is increased, and the bearing capacity due to peripheral friction is 
increased. By establishing a bottom end enlarged region on the bottom end of the projection steel pipe pile 
in accordance with this bearing capacity increase, the peripheral frictional strength between the soil cement 
column and the steel pipe pile is increased, so even if the tensile resistance were to become large, the 
projection steel pipe pile would not drop out of the soil cement column. 

(Examples of Embodiment) 
Figure 1 is a cross sectional diagram that shows one example of embodiment of this invention; Figures 2 
(a) through (d) are cross sectional diagrams that show the construction processes of the soil cement 
composite pile; Figure 3 is a cross sectional diagram that shows a projection steel pipe pile to which 
expansion wing bits are mounted; and Figure 4 is a plan view that shows the main body region and the 
bottom end enlarged region of the projection steel pipe pile. 

In the figures, (10) is the foundation, (11) is the soft layer of foundation (10), (12) is the support layer of 
foundation (10), (13) is the soil cement column formed on the soft layer (11) and the support layer (12), 
(13a) is pile general region of soil cement column (13), (13b) is the pile bottom end expanded diameter 
region that has prescribed length d2, (14) is the projection steel pipe pile that is pressed into soil cement 
column (13) and built up, (14a) is the main body region of steel pipe pile (14), (14b) is the bottom end 
enlarged pipe region that has a larger diameter than the main unit (14a) formed on the bottom end of steel 
pipe pile (13) and has prescribed length dj, (15) is the excavating pipe that is inserted into steel pipe pile 
(14) and has expansion wing bit (16) on its tip, (16a) is the edge that is established on expansion wing bit 
(16), and (17) is a stirring rod. 

The soil cement composite pile of this erntodiment is constructed as shown in Figures 2 (a) through (d). 

Projection steel pipe pile (14), which passes excavating pipe (15) that has expansion wing bit (16) into the 
interior, is established at a prescribed borehole position on foundation (10). Projection steel pipe pile (14) is 
screwed into foundation (10) using electromotive power, and while rotating excavating pipe (15) and 
boring with expansion wing bit (16), an infusing material such as cement milk made from a cement-family 
hardening agent is extracted from the tip of stirring rod (17), and soil cement column (13) is formed. Then, 
when soil cement column (13) reaches a prescribed depth in the soft layer (11) of foundation (10), 
expansion wing bit (15) is expanded and enlargement boring is performed and continued until support layer 
(12), and soil cement column (13), whose bottom end has an expanded diameter and has a pile bottom end 
expanded diameter region (13b) of prescribed length, is formed At this time, projection steel pipe pile (14), 
which has bottom end enlarged pipe region (14b) with an expanded diameter on the bottom end, is also 
inserted into soil cement c lumn (13). Furthermore, stirring rod (16) [sic] and excavating pipe (15) are 
drawn out prior to the hardening of soil cement column (13). 



When the soil cement hardens, soil cement column (13) and projection steel pipe pile (14) become unified, 
and the formation of soil cement composite pile (18), which has cylindrical expanded diameter region (18b) 
on its bottom end, is completed (18a) is the pile general region of soil cement composite pile (18). 

In this example of embodiment, projection steel pipe pile (14) is also inserted simultaneously with the 
formation of soil cement column (13) to form soil cement composite pile (18), but it is also possible to 
form soil cement composite pile (18) by forming cement column (13) with an auger in advance soil and 
pressing projection steel pipe pile (14) prior to soil cement hardening. 

Figure 6 is a cross sectional diagram that shows an example of variation of the projection steel pipe pile, 
and Figure 7 is a plan view of the example of variation of the projection steel pipe pile shown in Figure 6. 
This variation has on the bottom end of the main body region (24a) of projection steel pipe pile (24) bottom 
end expanded plate regions (24b) in which a plurality of projection plates project radially, so it functions in 
the same manner as projection steel pipe pile (14) shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. 

In the soil cement composite pile configured as described above, soil cement composite pile (18) is formed 
with soil cement column (13) that has strong compression resistance and projection steel pipe pile (14) that 
has strong tensile resistance, so not only the pressing force resistance with respect to the pile, but the 
resistance with respect to pulling force is also markedly improved in comparison to the conventional 
expanded bottom cast-in-place pile. 

Moreover, if the tensile resistance of soil cement composite pile (18) is increased, if the bond strength 
between soil cement column (13) and joint steel pipe pile (14) is low, then there is the danger that 
projection steel pipe pile (14) will escape from soil cement column (13) due to pulling force before the 
entire soil cement composite pile (18) escapes from foundation (10). However, soil cement column (13) 
that is formed on the soft layer (11) and the support layer (12) of foundation (10) has on its bottom end a 
pile bottom end expanded diameter region (13b) with an expanded diameter and prescribed length, and 
bottom end enlarged pipe region (14b) with prescribed length on projection steel pipe pile (14) is located 
within this pile bottom end expanded diameter region (13b). Therefore, pile bottom end expanded diameter 
region (13b) is established on the bottom end of soil cement column (13), and even if the peripheral 
frictional strength between the support layer (12) of foundation (10) and soil cement column (13) increases 
because the periphery area at the bottom end becomes greater than the pile general region (13a), either 
bottom end enlarged pipe region (14b) or bottom end enlarged plate region (24b) is established on the 
bottom end of projection steel pipe pile (14) in response to this. The bond strength between soil cement 
column (13) and projection steel pipe pile (14) is increased by increasing the periphery area at the bottom 
end, so even if the tensile resistance becomes large, projection steel pipe pile (14) will not escape from soil 
cement column (13). Accordingly, in addition to pressing force with respect to the pile, of course, soil 
cement composite pile (18) will have large resistance with respect to pulling force as well. Moreover, the 
reason that die projection steel pipe pile (14) was used as the steel pipe pile was to increase the soil cement 
bond strength with the steel pipe in both the main body region (14a) and the bottom end enlarged region 
(14b). 

Next, the pile diameter relationship in the soil cement composite pile of this example of embodiment will 
be described in detail. 

If the diameter of the pile general region of soil cement column (13) = Dsoj, 
the diameter of the main body region of projection steel pipe pile (14) = Dsti, 
the diameter of the bottom end expanded diameter region of soil cement column (13) = Dso2, and 
the diameter of the bottom end enlarged pipe region of projection steel pipe pile (14) = Dst2, then it is first 
necessary to satisfy the following conditions: 

Dsoj > Dst| 
Dso2 > Dsoi 

.(a) 
• (b) 



Next, as shown in Figure 8, when the peripheral frictional strength per unit area between soil cement 
column (13) and the soft layer (11) in the pile general region of the soil cement composite pile is taken to 
be Si, and the peripheral frictional strength per unit area of soil cement column (13) and projection steel 
pipe pile (14) is taken to be S2, the soil cement combination is decided such that Dsoi and Dst, satisfy the 
relation: 

S2>S, (Dst,/Dso,) ...(1) 

By taking such a combination, soil cement column (13) and foundation (10) are made to mutually slide and 
peripheral frictional force is obtained. i 

Incidentally, if at this time the uniaxial compressive strength of the soft foundation is taken to be Qu = 
1 kg/cm2, and the uniaxial compressive strength of the peripheral soil cement is taken to be Qu = 5 kg/cm2, 
then the peripheral frictional strength S, per unit area between soil cement column (13) and soft layer (11) 
at this time becomes S, - Qu/2 = 0.5 kg/cm2. 

Moreover, from experimental results, the peripheral frictional strength S2 per unit area between projection 
steel pipe pile (14) and soil cement column (13) can be expected to be S2 * 0.4Qu * 0.4 x 5 kg/cm2 * 
2 kg/cm . From the relaition of formula (1) described above, when the uniaxial compressive strength of the 
soil cement becomes Qu = 5 kg/cm2, it is possible to make 4:1 the ratio of the diameter Dsoi of pile general 
region (13a) of soil cement column (13) to the diameter of main body region (14a) of projection steel pipe 
pile (14). 

Next, the cylindrical expanded diameter region of the soil cement composite pile will be explained. 

The diameter Dst2 of bottom end enlarged pipe region (14b) of projection steel pipe pile (14) is taken to be 

Dst2<Dso, ...(c) 

By satisfying the condition of the formula (c) above, the insertion of bottom end enlarged pipe region (14b) 
of projection steel pipe pile (14) becomes possible. 

Next, the diameter Dsoj of the pile bottom end expanded diameter region (13b) of soil cement column (13) 
is determined as follows. 

First, the case in which pulling force operates is considered. 

As shown in Figure 9, if at this time the peripheral frictional strength per unit area between pile bottom end 
expanded diameter region (13b) of soil cement column (13) and support layer (12) is taken to be S3, the 
peripheral frictional strength per unit area between the pile front end expanded diameter region (13b) of 
soil cement column (13) and the bottom end enlarged pipe region (14b) or the front end enlarged plate 
region (24b) of projection steel pipe pile (14) is taken to be S4, the bond area of the pile bottom end 
expanded diameter region (13b) of soil cement column (13) and the front end enlarged plate region (24b) of 
projection steel pipe pile (14) is taken to be A* and the bearing force is taken to be Fb,, then diameter Dso2 
of expanded bottom region (8b) is determined in the following manner: 

K x DSO2 x S3 x d2 + Fb, < A4 x S4 ... (2) 

As for Fb,, cases in which the soil cement region is destroyed and the earth of the upper region is destroyed 
can be considered, but as shown in Figure 9, Fb, can be expressed with the following formula as a shear 
fracturing force: 

Fb, = (Oux2)x(Dso,-DSQ^ x V2xnx(DSo, + DSOt)       ... (3) 
2 2 



At this time, the layer that becomes the support layer (12) of soil cement composite pile (18) is either sand 
or gravel. Therefore, in pile bottom end expanded diameter region (13b) of soil cement column (13), the 
strength of the soil cement that becomes concrete mortar is large, and strength greater than the order of 
uniaxial compressive strength Qu * 100 kg/cm2 can be expected. 

Here, Qu * 100 kg/cm2, Dsoi = 1.0 m, length d| of the bottom end enlarged pipe region (14b) of projection 
steel pipe pile (14) is taken to be 2.0 m, length d2 of pile bottom end expanded diameter region (13b) of soil 
cement column (13) is taken to be 2.5 m, and if 0.5 N < 20 t/m2 when support layer (12) is sandy soil from 
the highway bridge specification, then S3 = 20 t/m2 and S4 = 0.4 x Qu = 400 t/m from experimental results. 
When A4 is the bottom end enlarged pipe region (14b) of projection steel pipe pile (14), if Dsoi - 1.0 m and 
di = 2.0 m, then: 

A4 = it x Dsoi x di « 3.14 x 1.0 m x 2.0 - 6.28 m2. 

Substituting these values into the aforementioned formula (2), and further substituting them into formula 
(3), 

ifDst|=Dso,-S2/S,,then 
Dst2 * 2.2 m. 

Next, the case in which pressing force operates is considered. 

As shown in Figure 10, if at this time the peripheral frictional strength per unit area between pile bottom 
end expanded diameter region (13b) of soil cement column (13) and the support layer (12) is taken to be S3, 
the peripheral frictional strength per unit area of pile bottom expanded diameter region (13b) of soil cement * 
column (13) and bottom end enlarged pipe region (14b) or bottom end enlarged plate region (24b) of 
projection steel pipe pile (14) is taken to be S4, the bond area of pile bottom expanded diameter region 
(13b) of soil cement column (13) and bottom end enlarged pipe region (14b) or bottom end enlarged plate 
region (24b) of projection steel pipe pile (14) is taken to be A4, and the bearing force is taken to be fb2> then 
the diameter Dso2 of bottom expanded diameter region (13b) of soil cement column (13) is determined in 
the following manner: 

rtxDso2xS3xd2 + fb2xnx(Dso2/2)2<A4xS4 ...(4) 

At this time, the layer that becomes the support layer (12) of soil cement composite pile (18) is either sand 
or gravel. Therefore, in pile bottom end expanded diameter region (13b) of soil cement column (13), the 
strength of the soil cement that becomes concrete mortar is large, and the uniaxial compressive strength Qu 
can be expected to be approximately 1000 kg/cm2. 

Here, Qu * 100 kg/cm2, Dsoi = 1.0 m, di = 2.0 m, and d2 - 2.5 m; 
fb2 = 20 t/m2 when support layer (12) is sandy soil from the highway bridge specification; 
53 = 20 t/m2 if 0.5 N < 20 t/m5 from the highway bridge specification; 
54 ^ 0.4 * Qim 400 t/m2 from experimental results; 
and when A4 is the bottom end enlarged pipe region (14b) of projection steel pipe pile (14), 

if Dsoj = 1.0 m and di = 2.0 m, then 
A4 = n x Dso! xdr 3.14 x l.o m x 2.0 - 628 m2. 

Substituting these values into formula (4) described above, 

ifDst2< Dsoi, then 
Dso2 * 2.1m. 

Accordingly, as for diameter Dso2 of pile bottom end expanded diameter region (14a) of soil cement 
column (13), Ds^ that is deterrnined by pulling force becomes approximately 2.2 m, and Dso2 that is 
determined by pressing force becomes approximately 2.1m. 



Finally, the tensile resistance of the soil cement composite pile of this invention will be compared with the 
tensile resistance of the conventional expanded bottom cast-in-place pile. 

With regard to the conventional expanded bottom cast-in-place pile, if the axis diameter of shank (8a) of 
cast-in-place pile (8) is taken to be 1000 mm and the tensile resistance of the shank when the bar 
arrangement quantity is set to 0.8% is calculated for the a-a line cross section of Figure 12 of shank (8a), 
then the reinforcement bar quantity is: 

100^71x08 = 62.83 cm2 

4 100 

If the tensile resistance of the reinforcement bars is taken to be 3000 kg/cm2, then the tensile resistance of 
the shank is 62.83 * 3000 * 188.5 tons. 

Here, the reason that the tensile resistance of the shank is taken to be the tensile resistance of the 
reinforcement bars is that concrete cannot rely on tensile resistance, so cast-in-place pile (8) is supported by 
reinforcement bars alone if it is reinforced concrete. 

Next, with regard to the soil cement composite pile of this invention, if the shank of the pile general region 
(13a) of soil cement column (13) is taken to be 1000 mm, the bore diameter of main body region (14a) of 
projection steel pipe pile (14) is taken to be 300 mm, and the thickness is taken to be 19 mm, then the steel 
pipe cross sectional area is 461.2 cm2. 

If the tensile resistance of the steel pipe is taken to be 2400 kg/cm2, then the tensile strength of main body 
region (14a) of projection steel pipe pile (14) is 466.2 * 2400 * 1118.9 tons. 

Accordingly, this becomes approximately six times the coaxial diameter expanded bottom cast-in-place 
pile. Therefore, in comparison to the conventional examples, it has become possible with the soil cement 
composite pile of this invention to establish large resistance with respect to pulling force by establishing a 
bottom end enlarged region on the bottom end of the projection steel pipe pile and increasing the bond 
strength between the soil cement column and the steel pipe pile. 

(Effects of the Invention) 
As explained above, this invention forms a soil cement composite pile that comprises (a) a soil cement 
column that is formed under the foundation, the bottom end having an expanded diameter, and has a pile 
bottom end expanded diameter region of prescribed length, and (b) a projection steel pipe pile that is 
pressed into the soil cement column before hardening, and has a bottom end enlarged region of prescribed 
length on the bottom end [sic] that is united with the soil cement column after hardening. Therefore, 
because a soil cement construction method is employed at the time of construction, it has a low noise level, 
low vibration, and little waste. Furthermore, because it uses a steel pipe pile, the tensile resistance is 
unproved in comparison to the conventional expanded bottom cast-in-place pile. In step with the 
improvement of tensile resistance, the bond strength between the soil cement column and the steel pipe pile 
is increased by establishing a bottom end enlarged region on the bottom end of the projection steel pipe pile 
and increasing the periphery area with the bottom end, so there is also the effect that the projection steel 
pipe pile will not escape from the soil cement column and it has large resistance with respect to pulling 
force. 

Moreover, because a projection steel pipe pile is used, the bond adherence with respect to the soil cement 
column increases, so there is also the effect that the resistance therefore becomes large with respect to both 
pulling force and pressing force. 

Furthermore, optimal pile construction is possible with respect to each of the loads by modifying the 
diameters of lengths of the pile bottom end expanded diameter region f the soil cement column or the 
bottom end enlarged region of the projection steel pipe pile according to the sizes of the pulling force and 
the pressing force, so there is also the effect that economical piles can be constructed. 



4. Brief Description of the Drawings 

Figure 1 is a cross sectional diagram that shows one example of embodiment of this invention; Figures 2 
(a) through (d) are cross sectional diagrams that show the construction process of the soil cement composite 
pile; Figure 3 is a cross sectional diagram that shows a projection steel pipe pile to which expansion wing 
bits are mounted; Figure 4 is a cross sectional diagram that shows the main body region and the bottom end 
enlarged region of the projection steel pipe pile; Figure 5 is a plan view that shows the main body region 
and the front end enlarged pipe region of this projection steel pipe pile; Figure 6 is a cross sectional 
diagram that shows an example of variation of the projection steel pipe pile; Figure 7 is a plan view of the 
example of variation of the projection steel pipe pile shown in Figure 6; Figure 8 is an explanatory diagram 
for the purpose of securing the foundation bearing capacity of the soft layer; Figure 9 is an explanatory 
diagram for the purpose of securing the foundation bearing capacity of the support layer with respect to 
pulling force; Figure 10 is an explanatory diagram for the purpose of securing the foundation bearing 
capacity of the support layer with respect to pressing force; Figure 11 is an explanatory diagram that shows 
a steel tower created through the conventional earth anchor construction method; and Figure 12 is a cross 
sectional diagram that shows the conventional expanded bottom cast-in-place pile. 

(10) is the foundation, (11) is the soft layer, (12) is the support layer, (13) is the soil cement column, (13a) 
is the pile general region, (13b) is the pile bottom end expanded diameter region, (14) is the projection steel 
pipe pile, (14a) is the main body, (14b) is the bottom end enlarged pipe region, and (18) is the soil cement 
composite pile. 

Agent   Muneharu Sasaki, Patent Attorney 
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Figure 1 
10: Foundation 
11:    Soft layer 
12:    Support layer 
13:    Sou cement column 
13a:  Pile general region 
13b: Pile bottom end expanded diameter region 
14:   Projection steel pipe pile 
14a:  Main body 
14b: Bottom end enlarged pipe region 
18:    Soil cement composite pile 
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Figure 9 
Pulling Force 

Figure 10 
Pressing Force 

Figure 11 

Figure 12 
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